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Introduction
The aim of our design guide is to ensure that communication and 
marketing materials are visually aligned and reflects our brand 
promise and the NNIT Way.

All NNIT employees and other parties representing the company 
must comply with the design guide. 

With easy to follow guidelines and clear examples, it covers all design 
elements that make up the NNIT identity. By following the principles 
of this guide, we can ensure consistent, powerful communication that 
reflects our values and helps strengthen  our brand in the market.
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The Promise
At NNIT we are dedicated to help you improve your business and we 
attract people who are wired to make a mark and improve business 
and society through technology. As your trusted partner, we work 
with passion to deliver results and continuously explore new ways of 
adding value.

Since our foundation, we have demonstrated that our customer 
centricity, proximity and solutions have the power to make a 
difference. Today, IT influences every part of society, and our pioneer 
spirit is stronger than ever as new behaviors and technologies offer a 
range of opportunities.

We firmly believe that when driven by conscience and the pursuit 
of excellence, IT enables us to reach goals that may first seem 
impossible and can fundamentally change business and society for 
the better.

We like to emphasize that we are more than digital experts. We 
are enablers, committed to help you reap the full potential of your 
organization. No matter what opportunities you are looking to realize, 
our role is to help you foster innovation and make the mark you and 
we aspire to.
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The CVI is managed by NNIT Communications and Marketing. All 
material must be approved by the Communications and Marketing 
department. 

Governance
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The Basics
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Logo with and without tagline
The NNIT logo is the most important element of the NNIT  
visual identity and appears on all communication materials  
– printed and digital. 

The logo comes in two variations:

A: NNIT logo with corporate tagline 
B: NNIT logo 

 

A

B
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The logo is the primary element in any branding material. Therefore 
the placement and size of the logo must not be compromised.

Size 
The size of the logo should follow the format of the marketing 
material. Other elements on the material (e.g. n·shape) must align 
with the size of the logo. This ensures that the logo and other graphic 
elements do not compete for attention.

Placement of logo 
For most marketing materials the logo should be placed in the 
top right or bottom right corner. In special cases the logo can be 
centered at the top or at the bottom, but this should be limited to 
very narrow marketing materials (such as skyscraper banners and 
roll-ups) or where all content is centered.

Placement of logo and n·shape 
In general, the logo should be positioned outside and independent  
of the n·shape. 

Placing the logo in the n·shape should only occur when the logo  
and n·shape stand alone with no other graphic elements.

 

Logo with and without tagline
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Positive 
Red pantone 1807. This is used on clear white or very light (25%) 
backgrounds as well as on very bright image backgrounds.

Negative 
This is used on colored backgrounds and image backgrounds 
where the red logo would be obscured. Please note, that the red 
box is not part of the logo. It is merely shown to represent any dark 
background. 

Black and white 
This is only used in black and white media.

CMYK & RGB 
CMYK is used for all printed material. RGB is used for  
all digital media.  

Logo colors
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Always maintain a free space around the logo. 

The size of the vertical ‘n’ is the minimum  
requirement. If used on sizes larger than A5,  
always add extra free space.

Logo safety space
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The use and placement of a partner/client logo should always 
be approved by the partner/client before it can be approved 
internally by NNIT Communications and Marketing. 

NNIT logo together with other logos 
When the NNIT logo appears on an equal footing with other 
logos, always place the NNIT logo first or last in the row of 
logos. To ensure a less busy look use the red NNIT logo and the 
partnering logos in black/white. Try to ensure maximum free 
space around the NNIT logo to create maximum visibility. 

Partner logo
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Typography is key in creating a strong visual identity. Our font is 
Open Sans. This is a webproof  sans-serif typeface designed by 
Steve Matteson and commissioned by Google. Open Sans can 
be downloaded by anyone for free. However, if a PowerPoint 
presentation is to be shared with a client who has not yet installed 
Open Sans, this will be replaced by the font Arial. 

In working with typography, readability should always be considered, 
so the following principles are intended as a guideline: 

• Body copy is as a minimum set in a size between 8 pt. and 10 pt. 
in printed materials. Do not use capitals in body text. Body copy 
should always be black. For digital use please take responsivity  
and individual media specs into consideration. 

• Subheaders are set in the same size as body copy but can be 
emphasized by using Medium or Bold. Place them with some or  

no distance to the body copy. Subheaders  can be all colors  
within the NNIT palette, black and 90% black is also a possibility.

• Headlines should usually appear 3 times larger than body copy 
but may vary according to both format and message. Capitals can 
be used to create a concise and direct expression. Headlines can 
be all colors within the NNIT palette. Black and 90% black is also a 
possibility.

• Text in italics should only be used in the  
following cases: quotes and quoted text,  
highlighted words as part of a body text  
or name of author or source of a quote.

Download the font here:  
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Open+Sans

Typography
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Open Sans Light/Regular is used for regular body copy on printed 
materials. 

Open Sans Semibold or Open Sans Bold is used for headlines and 
subheadings on printed materials.

Open Sans Extra Bold is mainly used for large signs, digital medias 
or similar – or where a copy section needs to stand out. 

Creative typograpy: Large font sizes and variations in line spacing 
can all be used to emphasize text that needs to stand out – such as 
quotes or sources.

Open Sans Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå1234567890

Open Sans Regular 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå1234567890

Open Sans Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå1234567890

Open Sans Semibold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX YZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå1234567890

Open Sans Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå1234567890

Open Sans Extra Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå1234567890

Font use
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In case the Open Sans has not been installed the font will 
automatically be replaced by Arial.

Arial Regular 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå 
1234567890

Arial Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå 
1234567890

Arial Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå 
1234567890

Arial Bold Italic 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX YZÆØÅ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzæøå 
1234567890

Font substitute
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Colors play an important role in NNIT’s communication. Together 
with the logo the colors create a strong visual identity of high 
recognizability. Use them consistently to ensure a uniform and clear 
look.

A palette of a few carefully chosen colors and ample white space 
signal authority and expertise in communication.

All visual communication is based on NNIT Red as the primary color 
which can be complimented by the four secondary colors: Orange 
Sunrise, Clay, Turquoise, and Serious Blue.

Colors
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Primary color

NNIT Red

CMYK 0 · 95 · 90 · 35
RGB 120 · 0 · 0
HEX #780000
Pantone 1807
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ClayOrange Sunrise Serious BlueTurquoise

CMYK 0 · 70 · 100 · 0
RGB 254 · 80 · 0
HEX #FE5000
Pantone 021

CMYK 50 · 30 · 20 · 35
RGB 105 · 120 · 135
HEX #697887
Pantone 2165

CMYK 50 · 5 · 25 · 0
RGB 138 · 198 · 198
HEX #8AC6C6
Pantone 7464

CMYK 100 · 45 · 20 · 45
RGB 0 · 75 · 110
HEX #004B6E
Pantone 7701

Secondary colors
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The primary color is used on front pages and important design 
elements. The NNIT Red should be represented in all materials to 
support identification. 

The secondary colors serve the purpose of variation in content, 
graphs and models. 

Orange Sunrise cathces the eye when special attention is needed. 
Use it to highlight differentiating key points either as background 
color in a splash/textbox or as colored typography. 

The Clay, Turquoise and Serious Blue are the colors of a trusted 
partner. They signal strong authority and work as elegant contrasts to 
the NNIT Red and Orange Sunrise. Use them to create a modern and 
innovative, yet classy look that compliments the desaturated images.  

The primary color must always appear in 100 %. The secondary 
colors can be used in selected tints of 20 %, 40 %, 60 %, 80 % and 
100 %. 

Colors
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Based on the secondary colors - Clay, Turquoise, and Serious Blue – 
three different backdrops fulfill the palette. Backdrops can be used to 
create areas of calm and variation. Backdrops substitute pictures and 
alternate solid color backgrounds.

 

Backdrops
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Graphic element
The n·shape
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Graphic element
The n·shape
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OUTER SHAPE INNER SHAPE

Graphic element
The n·shape
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OUTER SHAPE INNER SHAPE

Graphic element
The n·shape
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OUTER SHAPE INNER SHAPE

Graphic element
The n·shape
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From the shapes of the characteristic N in the NNIT logo, we have 
created a graphic element serving in different ways: As a colored or 
transparent field, with or without text, or as a picture shape. When 
using the n·shape certain rules apply: 

• The shape must always appear vertically. It can be turned 180 
degrees or flipped horizontally, but it must never be angled. 

• One or two shapes are allowed. In case of two shapes, they 
should always overlap.

• It is important, that the characteristic curve of the top of the 
shape is entirely visible. However, when two shapes appear 
together, cropping of the largest shape is allowed – just as long 
as you can see the entire curved top of the smallest shape.

The n·shape
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• When two shapes appear together, the smallest shape must be 
placed over the larger one. If the larger one is on top it should 
be multiplied on the smaller, so both shapes are visible.

• Outer shape should always be the biggest.

• Use one or two shapes - and if two - always use two different 
shapes.

• The bottom of the n·shape is always cropped by the format.

• It is allowed to use a vertical fading in a n·shape, as long as the 
characteristic curved top of the shape is visible.

The n·shape
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Always place the smaller shape with some distance to the side. 
The larger shape can be cropped by the cutting side edge.  
In top and bottom the shapes are cut by the edge. 

The shapes overlap each other. 

The inner shape is always smaller.  
Here shown in a transparent Serious Blue. 

The inner shape is turned 180 degrees  
and placed on top of the outer shape. 

The outer shape is here shown in  
100% solid NNIT Red.  

The inner shape is turned 180 degrees  
and placed on top of the outer shape.

The inner shape is always smaller.  
Here shown in 100% solid NNIT Red.

The outer shape is here shown in  
transparent Serious Blue. 

The inner shape is turned 180 degrees  
and placed on top of the outer shape. 

Examples of approved  
use of the n·shapes
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Examples of approved  
use of the n·shapes
The shapes overlap each other.

The inner shape is smaller and holds a picture.

The outer shape is here shown in  
100% solid NNIT Red.

The inner shape is turned 180 degrees  
and placed on top of the outer shape.

Example of one n·shape only.  
Here shown in 100% solid NNIT Red  
used as a textbox for bullet points.
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Examples of approved  
use of the n·shapes
The shapes overlap each other.

The inner shape is smaller and  
here shown in 100% NNIT Red. 

The outer shape is shown in 100% Clay.  
It is placed with no distance to the edge which  
is accepted as long as the inner shape is un-cut.  

The inner shape is turned 180 degrees  
and placed on top of the outer shape.

The outer shape shown in 20% Clay cut  
by the edges - used as baggrund color.

The inner shape is smaller.  
Here shown in 100% NNIT Red.

The inner shape is turned 180 degrees  
and placed on top of the outer shape.
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It’s all in the detail 

An exceptional company is the one that gets all the little details right. 
NNIT is a company like that, which is reflected in the photo style.  

Small details highlighted by the NNIT Red color. The rest of the image 
is desaturated by 75% to make the red detail stand out, while the rest 
of the image provides a low contrast. 

The desaturation adjustment layer can be manipulated by masking 
certain areas to your liking and thereby adding more color to relevant 
details in the image.

 
 
When showing people, a natural facial complexion must be retained,  
and therefore these parts of the picture must be excepted from  
the general desaturation principle. 

An image without any details highlighted in red can be accepted, 
when it appears in a context where the NNIT Red is represented 
already. Or if a red graphical element is added such as the ‘n·shape’,  
a headline, a graph or a factbox. 

Photos. Look & Feel
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Examples of desaturated images with a highlighted detail in red
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Examples of images of people, who have kept their facial complexion,  
and the rest of the picture is desaturated. 

Employer branding
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Portraits
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When using icons, choose between thousands of icons from the 
Orion Icon Library. This icon pack has been chosen for usage 
within the NNIT CVI, and is continuously updated, providing new 
icons for trending topics. 

By using icons from this library, the necessity of designing new 
icons has been eliminated, enhancing the overall quality of the 
NNIT look and feel. 

Use icons from the category ‘Line icons’, with a stroke outline, and 
always single color, with high contrast to the background. Use the 
web tool available to search and select specific icons. Make sure to 
always scale icons accordingly, to ensure the same stroke weight.

https://orioniconlibrary.com/

Icons

https://orioniconlibrary.com/
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Graphs and illustrations are used to visualize data and avoid  
lengthy text. 

Graphs and illustrations designed for internal and external 
use, both online and offline, must be approved by NNIT 
Communications or Marketing.

Models in Word documents or PowerPoint presentations should  
use standard modules from NNIT’s PowerPoint toolbox.

Stick to the colors of this design guide. Use a flat design with no 
effects or shadows. 

Graphs & illustrations
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Graphs & illustrations
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Graphs & illustrations
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Graphs & illustrations
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Graphs & Illustrations
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Communication
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1200 x 628

Social media
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160 x 600

Banners
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300 x 250

Banners
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930 x 180

Banners
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For advertising, we apply the nnit.com address  
rather than the full address.

Print advertising
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Print advertising
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A minimalist look based on the NNIT red color  
is preferred for brochure cover pages. 

All printed materials are printed on uncoated  
paper: 150/300gram Multi Design White. 

For special effects such as UV  
coating, always contact NNIT  
Communications or Marketing  
for approval.

Brochures
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Content page   Frontpage

Data sheet
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Correspondence
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Letterhead
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Envelopes
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Business cards
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100% 150%

<Full Name>

<Company Name>
<Full Name>

<Company Name>

Name tag
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Miscellaneous
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Exhibition
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Merchandise
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Merchandise


